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Introduction 

Shruti, a six-year-old, stays in the hostel with her elder sister. She enjoys 
playing with her friends and is a regular school attendee. Shruti loves 
drawing, solving puzzles, and is friendly with all the children. She 
communicates politely with teachers and friends and maintains good 
cleanliness. 

Projects 

1. Shruti has a deep interest in the project class and shows 
conscientiousness in her contributions. Despite joining the 
group later, she is remarkably quick and correct when 
answering questions. 

2. Family: Shruti created pictures of her family members and 
used them to construct a family tree. She is well-versed in 
naming her family members and knows details about their 

occupations. 
Shruti enjoys 
singing songs 
related to family and is proficient in both 
Hindi and English.  

3. Body Parts: Shruti showed 
dedication when dealing with challenging 
body part concepts. She effectively learnt 
about various body parts and their functions, 
including the sense organs. During sensory 
perception activities, she showcased an 
ability to identify items through tasting and 
smelling. While she occasionally gets 
confused, Shruti's rapid learning ability is 

commendable. 



4. Shapes: Shruti learnt about different types of shapes and was quick to master their names 
and properties. She enjoys drawing shapes and can confidently identify them. 

5. Vegetables: Shruti patiently worked on clay modelling and created a sweet potato model. 
She also interacted with other students by asking riddles. Her visit to the garden provided 
her with opportunities to explore different vegetables. 

English 

Shruti is a talented student who can speak Hindi in phrases, 
enjoys hearing and retelling stories, has a good voice, and likes 
singing. She also has excellent pronunciation. In the drama 
"The Mice Wedding" and "Kuber and Ganesh," she had roles as 
a narrator, though she took some time to remember her lines. 

Hindi 

Shruti is a sweet and talented girl who consistently pays full 
attention in class. She is frank and enjoys listening to stories. 
Notably, she is capable of creating her own stories, making her 
a creative thinker. She is actively working on improving her 
speaking skills. Shruti has successfully memorized the names of 
shapes in Hindi and has learned and recognized all the Hindi 
alphabets taught to her. She can even pick out the correct 
alphabet when asked. She stands out as one of the students 
who has recognized the most Hindi alphabets. She has also 
learned Hindi songs, including "Jo Bhi Kam Karo Tum Bacho" 
and "Bade Savere Bulbul Aati." 

Maths   

Shruti has displayed remarkable aptitude in mathematics. 
She has an exceptional ability to grasp mathematical 
concepts and build a clear understanding. However, for 
optimal learning, she requires a peaceful environment and 
smaller groups when encountering new concepts. She can 
get overwhelmed in larger groups when introduced to new 
ideas. Over the past six months, she has developed a strong 
understanding of numbers up to 100. She can perform 
forward and backward counting, understand the concepts of 
numbers after and before, distinguish between big and 
small numbers, comprehend tens and ones, skip count by 
twos, threes, and fives, break numbers down into tens and 
ones, and apply this knowledge to various concepts. She can accurately represent numbers using 



bead strings and solve simple story problems involving addition and subtraction, including single-
digit addition and two-digit addition with single-digit 
numbers. Shruti's mathematical abilities are impressive.  

Arts 

Shruti enjoys 
drawing and 
colouring her 
creations with 
finesse. She 
shares a 
commitment to 
keeping her 
work pristine 
and precise. 
Although she may require assistance with paper folding, her 
dedication to helping others showcases her supportive 
nature. 

Puzzles 

Shruti is skilled at solving puzzles with piece counts of 100 
and 150, often leaning 
toward Snow White-
themed puzzles. She 
enjoys joining her 
friends in collaborative 

puzzle-solving sessions. 

Dance 

Shruti has a deep love for dancing and is sometimes shy. 
She quickly grasps dance steps and enjoys various dance 
styles. She learned "Vrindavan Mein Gopi Aaye" and loves 

Zumba dance. 

Games 

Shruti endeavours to concentrate during games but 
sometimes becomes distracted, fiddling with her 
clothes and hands. Nevertheless, she enjoys playing. 


